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Abstract: Aiming at the problems found in grinding Jun-Cao, such as poor grinding effect and
high grinding power of mill, this study proposes a blade Jun-Cao grinding hammer based on the
traditional hammer mill. With dynamics model analysis, it had better performance than a traditional
hammer. By simulating the operation process in the DEM, forces on Jun-Cao and their motions were
analyzed. By optimizing the structural parameters of the hammer blade based on multiobjective
optimization using the genetic algorithm, an optimal solution set was obtained as a reference for
practical production. Meanwhile, a bench test was designed to compare the traditional rectangular
hammer with the new blade hammer regarding the operation effect. The result proved the following:
(1) cutting edge length, cutting edge thickness and hammer thickness had a significant influence on
the grinding effect and grinding power; (2) a total of 22 optimal solution sets were obtained, based
on which the blade hammer with a cutting edge length of 45 mm, a cutting edge thickness of 3 mm
and a hammer thickness of 7 mm was finally selected in the bench test; (3) the bench test proved that
the blade hammer was generally superior to the traditional rectangular hammer with the output per
kilowatt-hour having been improved by 13.55% on average.

Keywords: hammer; Jun-Cao; EDEM; genetic algorithm; CCD test

1. Introduction

As a novel energy plant, Jun-Cao can survive easily with low requirements on growing
conditions [1]. The ground Jun-Cao can serve as a base for edible mushrooms. With a
shorter growth cycle and higher yield than trees, the reasonable use of Jun-Cao for grow-
ing edible mushrooms can save vast amounts of timber and solve the “contradiction
between mushroom and forest” [2,3] caused by mushroom cultivation. As a base for edible
mushrooms, when Jun-Cao fails to be grounded evenly, it will directly affect the growth
conditions of fungi. However, high energy consumption and low grinding efficiency
of mill have become the key factors hindering the promotion and development of the
Jun-Cao industry.

Now, as one of the most widely applied machines, the hammer mill has significantly
affected the grinding of Jun-Cao in terms of the structure, quantity and motion state of
hammer blades [4]. By comparing the laws affecting the working efficiency of mill and
the specific energy consumption through the T-shaped hammer blade and the traditional
hammer, Bochat et al. [5] found that such a hammer blade could improve the screening
efficiency after the grinding of materials by breaking the circulation layer formed during
the rotation of materials after the comparison. With the development of computer field
and various optimization algorithms, optimization algorithms are gradually being intro-
duced into various fields, including structural design. Paraschiv et al. [6] improved the
hammer of hammer mill from several aspects and obtained the optimal blade structure.
Tekgüler et al. [7] studied the influence of slotted screen and round-hole screen on the
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working performance of mills. Evans et al. [8] studied the influence of mesh diameter and
blade velocity on the grinding effect, revealing that there was a slightly significant linear
relationship between mesh diameter and blade velocity with the geometric mean particle
size and geometric standard deviation. Djordjevic et al. [9] suggested the use of DEM
technology to analyze the grinding operation. Afterwards, Ghodki et al. [10] simulated the
state of seeds in a mill and analyzed the grinding effect based on the DEM. Chen et al. [11]
designed a straw fiber crusher, and explored crusher parameters and working effect with
central composite experiments by DEM simulation. Egorov et al. [12] revealed that a
rotary stirring machine could improve particle distribution uniformity in their research.
Cotabarren et al. [13] proposed a developed model to predict the dynamic behavior of a
hammer mill, which provides research based on milling performance and could predict
confidence operating point. Vanarase et al. [14] compared the conical grinder with hammer
mill regarding the grinding effect, revealing that the conical grinder could achieve a better
grinding effect while a hammer mill would discharge the materials that were not com-
pletely ground. Similarly, Vukmirovic et al. [15] compared the effects through two different
grinding methods, and their result showed that materials were more uniform in size after
grinding by roller mill but generally had a larger diameter; this was quite contrary for the
hammer mill. Wang et al. [16] designed a pointed hammer and a bevel-faced hammer. The
DEM analysis revealed that using the pointed hammerhead would improve the productiv-
ity of hammerhead mill. However, the adoption of beveled hammerhead would reduce the
power consumption per ton and the temperature rise of feeding materials. At present, the
research on biomass crushing is related to the fact that the research object is quite different
from Jun-Cao. On the other hand, the research is focused on the hammer structure [17–21],
model prediction [22], flow field analysis [23] and properties analysis [24–26], and the
analysis of the force model in the crushing process is relatively vague.

In this paper, starting from the structure of hammer blade, a selective analysis was
made on the mechanical model between hammer blade and Jun-Cao. By designing a
brand-new blade Jun-Cao hammer, a discrete element model was built in the simulation
test to analyze the influence of the structural parameters of blade hammer on the operation
effect. Also, a test bench was constructed to verify the feasibility of the blade hammer.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Design of Hammer Blade

In this paper, a hammer blade was designed based on the traditional rectangular
hammer. Reshaping the hammer at both ends would perfect the pressure angle of hammer
to increase the impact efficiency. The structure of hammer blade is shown in Figure 1,
where the reduction in hammer thickness at the center could reinforce the impact stress. In
order to guarantee rotor balancing for replacing hammer blades in the future, symmetrical
mounting hammer blades were selected in this paper. Compared with the traditional
rectangular hammer, our blade hammer had higher stress on the blade edge to cut and
break Jun-Cao stalks. Meanwhile, it would crush Jun-Cao stalks due to the shape of the
hammer blade at both ends, which at the same time would result in a radial velocity on
stalks to allow them to be ground more completely.

Figure 2a shows the mechanical model for the contact between material and traditional
hammer. Assuming that forces are constant during the contact between hammer blade and
materials, according to the law of conservation of momentum, forces on materials could be
as follows:

F =
mv2 − mv1

t
(1)

where m represents material mass (kg), v1 represents the velocity of material (m/s) before
the contacting, v2 indicates the velocity of material (m/s) after the contacting and t is the
time of contact.
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Figure 1. Structural diagram of hammer blade. (a) Structural diagram of hammer dimensions. (b) 
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where m represents material mass (kg),  𝒗𝟏 represents the velocity of material (m/s) be-
fore the contacting, 𝒗𝟐 indicates the velocity of material (m/s) after the contacting and t is 
the time of contact. 
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Figure 2. Analysis of impact forces. (a) Material contacting the cutting edge. (b) Material contact-
ing the hammerhead. 

The rotation speed of hammer mill was stable during the operation; then, forces on 
materials could be as follows: 𝛿 = 30𝜋 ∙ 𝑚𝜔𝑟𝑡𝐵𝑝  (2)

where 𝝎 is the rotate speed of hammer blade (rad/s), r is the distance (mm) from the ham-
mer blade–material touch point to the center of gyration, B is the hammer thickness (mm) 
at the touch point and p is the width of the touch point (mm). 

Figure 1. Structural diagram of hammer blade. (a) Structural diagram of hammer dimensions.
(b) Real picture of hammer blade.
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Figure 2. Analysis of impact forces. (a) Material contacting the cutting edge. (b) Material contacting
the hammerhead.

The rotation speed of hammer mill was stable during the operation; then, forces on
materials could be as follows:

δ =
30
π
·mωr

tBp
(2)

where ω is the rotate speed of hammer blade (rad/s), r is the distance (mm) from the
hammer blade–material touch point to the center of gyration, B is the hammer thickness
(mm) at the touch point and p is the width of the touch point (mm).

Formula (2) reveals that compared with the traditional rectangular hammer, our brand-
new hammer is thinner at the touch point to suffer more stress when the materials come
into contact with the cutting edge of the hammer blade.

Figure 2b shows the mechanical model for the contact between material and our new
hammer. According to the geometrical relationship, the contact distances of these two
hammer blades are separate, as shown below:

r1 =
√

h2 + a2 (3)

r2 =

√
(tanθ(h − q) + a)2 + h2 (4)

where r1 is the contact distance (mm) of the traditional hammer, r2 is the contact distance
(mm) of our blade hammer and h is the contact height (mm).
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The contrast between Formulas (3) and (4) reveals that the contact distance of our new
hammer was longer than that of the traditional hammer when each hammerhead came
into contact with materials at the same contact height of h. Hence, according to Formula (2),
compared with the traditional hammer, blade hammer put more stress on the materials so
that they could be ground more easily.

Similarly, according to the geometrical relationship, when materials came into contact
with each hammerhead, the pressure angle of material was separate as follows:

α1 = arctan
( a

h

)
(5)

α2 = arctan
(

a + tanθ(h − q)
h

)
− θ (6)

As an included angle between velocity and stress, the reduced pressure angle rep-
resented higher efficiency in joining forces. The contrast between Formulas (5) and (6)
revealed that blade hammer would achieve higher grinding efficiency by adjusting the
pressure angle of materials after the change of the included angle θ.

2.2. Simulation Environment

In this paper, EDEM-based simulation was used to analyze the material grinding
process through hammer blade. As shown in Figure 3, the simulated hammer blade and
box were converted into the igs format and imported into the EDEM after they had been
plotted in SolidWorks. The hammer blade was set with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.25 for the
material, a density of 7800 kg/m3 and a shear modulus of 7000 MPa. Then, the Whole
and Fraction particles were separately built to simulate Jun-Cao stalks through bonds. The
Whole particles were 10 mm in diameter, while the Fraction particles had a diameter of
0.5 mm. Both particles had the same constitutive parameters with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.4
for the particles, a particle density of 1060 kg/m2 and a shear modulus of 170 Mpa. Both
particles have the same coefficients of contact and parameters of bonds. Table 1 shows the
coefficients of the contact between particles, and Table 2 shows the parameters of bonds.
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Table 1. Coefficients of the contact between particles.

Particle–Blade Particle–Particle

Coefficient of Restitution 0.2 0.2
Coefficient of Static Friction 0.4 0.7

Coefficient of Rolling Friction 0.01 0.01
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Table 2. Parameters of bonds.

Normal Stiffness
per Unit Area

(N/mm2)

Shear Stiffness
per Unit Area

(N/mm2)

Critical
Normal Stress

(MPa)

Critical Shear
Stress (MPa)

Bonded Disk
Radius (mm)

9.6 6.8 8.72 7.5 0.7

Figure 4 shows the process of acquiring the particle model. Firstly, a cylindrical particle
factory with a length of 180 mm and a diameter of 40 mm were built with the model set
to be Physical. Then, a Jun-Cao stalk model with a length of 60 mm, an outer diameter of
20 mm and an inner diameter of 13 mm was inserted into the cylinder, and this model was
set to be Virtual. The Whole and Fraction particles were generated in this particle factory
without the introduction of bonds temporarily. After the whole cylinder was filled with
particles, we returned to the setting interface to revise the external cylindrical model to be
Virtual and set the Jun-Cao stalk model to be Physical. Meanwhile, by replacing the Whole
particles with Fraction particles through particle replacement, redundant particles would
fall down due to the gravity. Finally, with the introduction of bonds into the remaining
particles in the Jun-Cao stalk model and the saving of Material block, the Jun-Cao stalk
model was then constructed, where there were a total of 20,858 particles and 113,088 bonds
in a single Jun-Cao stalk.
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2.3. Experimental Method

In order to explore the influence of the cutting edge thickness of blade hammer on
the grinding effect, the cutting edge length, cutting edge thickness and hammer thickness
were selected as the factors, and the number of broken bonds calculated during the post-
processing in EDEM was taken as the index to evaluate the grinding effect. Then, the
average torque of hammer blade was calculated and the mean operating power obtained
according to Formula (7) was considered as the index of grinding power for designing
CCD test. Table 3 is the factor level table.

P = M·ω (7)

After the experiment began, at Material block was set to feed in 10 Jun-Cao stalks from
the feeding inlet; at the same time, hammers began to rotate at a speed of 2800 r/min. In
order to simulate the force induced by the airflow of mill, Jun-Cao stalks were accelerated
by 2 m/s in the negative direction of z-axis so that materials could be ground when they
moved into the grinding zone. The time step was 8 × 10−7 s and the simulation lasted
for totally 1 s. The target save interval was 0.05 s and the meshing size was 1.5 mm.
Furthermore, in order to explore the motion of Jun-Cao particles during the operation of
mill, the target save interval was set to be 0.01 s for an additional experiment, where the
above three factors were set at zero level.
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After the test, the average torque and the number of bonding key failures of the
hammer during the operation are exported in the post-processing interface. The operation
power is calculated by the average torque, and the operation volume is measured by the
number of bonding key failures.

Table 3. Factor level table in CCD test.

Level
Factor

Cutting Edge Length
A (mm)

Cutting Edge
Thickness B (mm)

Hammer Thickness
C (mm)

1.68179 51.8179 3.68179 8.36359
1 45 3 7
0 35 2 5
−1 25 1 3

−1.68179 18.1821 0.318207 1.63641

2.4. Bench Test Instrument

The bench test was conducted in the engineering training center, College of Mechanical
and Electronic Engineering, Fujian Agriculture and Forestry University. The following
instruments were mainly used in the experiment, including the prototype of blade Jun-
Cao grinding mill, blade hammer, rectangular hammer, three-phase asynchronous motor,
frequency converter, three-phase four-wire electronic watt-hour meter, electronic scale and
stop watch, etc. Figure 5 shows the test environment.
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After the bench test starts, connect the motor power and adjust the motor speed to
2800 r/min. After the motor speed is stable, feed the Jun-Cao continuously from the inlet.
After the Jun-Cao is smashed by the hammer, it will be discharged from the outlet by the
airflow field inside the crusher. Weigh the discharged Jun-Cao particles and record them,
and use the power meter to record the power consumed by the operation.

3. Results
3.1. Analysis on the Grinding Effect of Hammer Blade

Figure 6 shows the material velocity distribution in 0.01 s–0.04 s after the mill began to
work. At 0.01 s, the forepart of the Jun-Cao stalk was smashed and ground by the hammer
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after it entered the operating region. After the grinding, Jun-Cao particles moved rapidly
and dispersed but the rear part of Jun-Cao remained unchanged. At 0.02 s, particles of the
ground Jun-Cao scattered on the inner wall and at the same time, some material blocks
that failed to be smashed completely slowly separated from the Jun-Cao stalk. At 0.03 s,
more material blocks that failed to be ground completely arose on the Jun-Cao stalk and
some Jun-Cao particles gradually began to move slower. At 0.04 s, when the whole Jun-Cao
stalk entered the grinding region, more and more material blocks that failed to be smashed
completely arose and the Jun-Cao particles moved even more slowly as a whole.
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Figure 6. Velocity distribution of Jun-Cao particles in the beginning of operation.

Figure 7 shows the velocity distribution of Jun-Cao particles within the mill in the
period of 0.1 s–0.4 s. At 0.1 s, the velocity of Jun-Cao particles became relatively stable.
But in the grinding region, there were still lots of material blocks in large size failing to be
crushed completely. At 0.2 s, the velocity of the whole material was further reduced and
some material blocks that failed to be ground completely became smaller in size due to the
impact of the hammer. At 0.3 s, the velocity of material gradually tended to be stable and
the material blocks became even smaller in size due to the smashing. At 0.4 s, the grinding
operation was basically completed, but some material blocks still failed to be ground. The
reason might lie in the wide gap between the hammer and the inner wall caused by the
insufficient length of the hammer.
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Figure 7. Velocity of Jun-Cao particles after the operation became stable.

Figure 8 shows the bond breakages in Jun-Cao stalk. There were totally 1,103,422 bonds
after the formation of Jun-Cao stalk. Then, the number of unbroken bonds dwindled down
while the number of broken bonds increased gradually. In the period of 0 s–0.1 s, numerous
bonds in Jun-Cao stalks were damaged with the number of broken bonds rising from 0 to
600 thousand. In fact, more than half of the bonds were broken in this period. In the period
of 0.1–0.6 s, bonds in the Jun-Cao stalks continued to be damaged at a certain rate with
the number of broken bonds rising from 600 thousand to 750 thousand. After 0.6 s, the
grinding efficiency became rather poor with a very small number of bonds having been
broken. At this moment, the mill was in a stable state.
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3.2. Regression Analysis

Table 4 shows the simulation result, and Table 5 shows the quadratic regression
analysis on the number of broken bonds. The p value of the regression model less than
0.0001 indicates the significance of the regression model. The lack of fit higher than 0.1
reveals that error was not significant. Hence, the test result was good and reliable. The p
value of the single factors—A, B, C—and the quadratic terms—A2, B2—was lower than
0.05, this revels that they had an extremely significant influence on the number of broken
bonds. The p value of the interaction term, AB higher than 0.05 but lower than 0.1, reflects
its significant influence on the number of broken bonds. However, as the p value of the
interaction terms BC, AC and the quadratic term C2 was higher than 0.1, it proves that they
did not have a significant influence on the bonds. According to the regression analysis, the
quadratic regression equation is provided as below:

Y = 464702 + 17760.63455A − 45854.68064B − 2018.90077C − 755.225A × B − 121.95A × C
−3149.375B × C − 104.89230A2 + 7883.70171B2 − 74.46504C2 (8)

Table 4. Simulation result.

NO Cutting Edge Length (mm) Cutting Edge Thickness (mm) Hammer Thickness (mm) Bond Breakages Y Power P

1 35 2 1.636414 815,325 212.863
2 35 2 5 766,235 252.583
3 35 2 5 796,321 132.415
4 25 3 3 676,716 142.495
5 35 2 5 786,179 185.024
6 35 2 8.363586 742,066 212.831
7 35 2 5 776,444 91.236
8 35 0.318207 5 889,978 82.354
9 45 3 7 769,340 107.974
10 35 3.681793 5 710,325 134.311
11 45 1 3 956,745 281.102
12 25 3 7 621,773 110.278
13 35 2 5 783,024 207.455
14 45 3 3 839,703 134.956
15 18.18207 2 5 613,889 179.408
16 25 1 3 769,213 182.021
17 51.81793 2 5 882,481 181.112
18 25 1 7 733,801 165.231
19 45 1 7 917,241 172.365
20 35 2 5 796,151 162.354
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Table 5. Regression analysis on the number of broken bonds.

Source Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F-Value p-Value

Model 1.489 × 1011 9 1.654 × 1010 131.21 <0.0001 significant
A—Cutting edge length 9.404 × 1010 1 9.404 × 1010 745.95 <0.0001

B—Cutting edge thickness 4.360 × 1010 1 4.360 × 1010 345.83 <0.0001
C—Hammer thickness 7.660 × 109 1 7.660 × 109 60.76 <0.0001

AB 4.563 × 108 1 4.563 × 108 3.62 0.0863
AC 4.759 × 107 1 4.759 × 107 0.3775 0.5527
BC 3.174 × 108 1 3.174 × 108 2.52 0.1437
A2 1.586 × 109 1 1.586 × 109 12.58 0.0053
B2 8.957 × 108 1 8.957 × 108 7.11 0.0237
C2 1.279 × 106 1 1.279 × 106 0.0101 0.9218

Residual 1.261 × 109 10 1.261 × 108

Lack of Fit 5.828 × 108 5 1.166 × 108 0.8598 0.5638 not significant
Pure Error 6.778 × 108 5 1.356 × 108

Cor Total 1.501 × 1011 19

Table 6 shows the quadratic regression analysis result for the average power of hammer
blade. As shown in the table, the p value of the regression model was lower than 0.0001,
indicating the significance of the model. The lack of fit was higher than 0.1, reflecting that
the error was not significant. Hence, the test result was satisfactory and reliable. The p
value of the single factors, A, B, C; the interaction term AB; and the quadratic term A2, B2

less than 0.05 reveals their extremely significant influence on mean power. Further, the
p value of the interaction term BC being higher than 0.05 but lower than 0.1 indicates its
significant influence on mean power. Meanwhile, the p value of the interaction term AC
and the quadratic term C2 was higher than 0.1, reflecting that their influence on mean
power was not significant. According to the regression analysis, the quadratic regression
equation is provided as below:

P = −5.19464 + 16.17924A − 44.54098B + 1.53184C − 0.829113A × B − 0.192969A × C − 2.10806B × C
−0.181839A2 + 8.17268B2 − 0.120997C2 (9)

Table 6. Regression analysis on mean power.

Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F-Value p-Value

Model 50,251.46 9 5583.50 145.46 <0.0001 significant
A—Cutting edge length 935.29 1 935.29 24.37 0.0006

B—Cutting edge thickness 36,094.21 1 36,094.21 940.30 <0.0001
C—Hammer thickness 61,93.76 1 6193.76 161.35 <0.0001

AB 549.94 1 549.94 14.33 0.0036
AC 119.16 1 119.16 3.10 0.1086
BC 142.21 1 142.21 3.70 0.0832
A2 4765.15 1 4765.15 124.14 <0.0001
B2 962.57 1 962.57 25.08 0.0005
C2 3.38 1 3.38 0.0879 0.7729

Residual 383.86 10 38.39
Lack of Fit 24.88 5 4.98 0.0693 0.9946 not significant
Pure Error 358.98 5 71.80
Cor Total 50,635.32 19

3.3. Response Surface Analysis

As indicated in Figure 9, the response surface between A (the cutting edge length),
B (the cutting edge thickness) and C (the hammer thickness) with Y (the number of broken
bonds) was plotted according to the quadratic regression equation for the number of broken
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bonds. Figure 9a shows the interaction between A and B with the number of broken bonds
when the hammer thickness C was 5 mm. As shown in the figure, when B remained
unchanged, the number of broken bonds would rise linearly with the increase in A from
25 mm to 45 mm. However, when A remained unchanged, the number of broken bonds
would drop linearly with the increase in B from 1 mm to 3 mm. At least 650,000 bonds
were damaged when A was 25 mm and B was 3 mm. But when A was 45 mm and B was
1 mm, the number of broken bonds was around 920,000 to the maximum. Figure 9b shows
the interaction between A and C with the number of broken bonds when B was 2 mm. As
indicated in the figure, when C remained unchanged, the number of broken bonds went
up linearly with the increase in A from 25 mm to 45 mm. However, when A remained
unchanged, with the increase in C from 3 mm to 7 mm, there was a slightly linear decline in
the number of broken bonds. When A was 25 mm and C was 7 mm, the number of broken
bonds was roughly 680,000 to the minimum. But when A was 45 mm and C was 3 mm,
the number of broken bonds was up to be around 880,000 maximally. Figure 9c shows
the interaction between B and C with the number of broken bonds when A was always
35 mm. As shown in the figure, when C remained unchanged, the number of broken bonds
reduced linearly with the increase in B from 1 mm to 3 mm. When B remained unchanged,
with the increase in C from 3 mm to 5 mm, there was a slightly linear decline in the number
of broken bonds. When B was 3 mm and C was 7 mm, the number of broken bonds was
700,000 to the minimum. When B was 1 mm and C was 3 mm, the number of broken bonds
was up to around 850,000 maximally.
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As shown in Figure 10, the response surface between A (the cutting edge length),
B (the cutting edge thickness) and C (the hammer thickness) with P (the mean power) is
plotted according to the quadratic regression equation for mean power. Figure 10a shows
the interaction between A and B with the mean power P when C was 5 mm. As indicated
in the figure, when B remained unchanged, the mean power increased and then declined
with the increase in A from 25 mm to 45 mm. When A remained unchanged, the mean
power P showed a downward trend with the increase in B from 1 mm to 3 mm. When A
was 25 mm and B was 3 mm, P (the mean power) reached the minimum value of about
110 W. However, it reached its maximum of around 240 W when A was about 38 mm and
B was 1 mm. Figure 10b shows the interaction between A and C with the mean power P
when B was 2 mm. As shown in the figure, when C remained unchanged, P first showed
an upward trend and then declined with the increase in A from 25 mm to 45 mm. When
A was kept unchanged, P showed a slightly downward trend with the increase in C from
3 mm to 7 mm. When A was 25 mm and C was 7 mm, P reached the minimum value of
about 120 W. However, it reached its maximum of around 200 W when A was 37 mm and
C was 3 mm. Figure 10c shows the interaction between B and C when A was 35 mm. As
shown in the figure, when C was fixed, P showed a downward trend with the increase in B
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from 1 mm to 3 mm. In the case of B unchanged, P showed a small declining trend when
C was increased from 3 mm to 7 mm. When B was 3 mm and C was 7 mm, P reached the
minimum value of about 100 W; however, it reached a maximum of about 250 W when B
was 1 mm and C was 3 mm.
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3.4. Parameter Optimization

In practice production, it is generally required that highly efficient grinding be guar-
anteed with the control of grinding power. However, according to the above regression
analysis, the improvement in grinding efficiency also meant the increase in mean power. In
this paper, the multiobjective genetic algorithm in Matlab R2018b was used to optimize the
parameters of hammer blade with the objective function and constraints provided as below:

min 1
Y

minP
25 ≤ A ≤ 45

1 ≤ B ≤ 3
3 ≤ C ≤ 7

(10)

Figure 11 shows the optimization iteration process with good iteration convergence,
and a total of 300 iterations were performed. Most of the optimum power was above
84 W with the number of broken bonds being less than 950,000. Table 7 shows the optimal
solution set obtained after the iterations.
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Table 7. Optimal solution set.

NO Cutting Edge Length A
(cm)

Cutting Edge Thickness
B (cm)

Hammer Thickness C
(cm) Mean Power P (W) Bond Breakages Y

1 44.82853 1.00095 3.307438 249.2335 942,207
2 44.64202 2.749034 6.77861 99.40951 776,673
3 44.78693 2.563106 6.285873 115.5931 796,607
4 44.77821 2.326065 3.308412 167.8739 857,209
5 44.61134 2.292815 6.678316 125.7945 805,974
6 44.77056 1.016407 5.323537 227.4555 917,816
7 44.60674 1.360267 4.439888 212.391 901,019
8 44.80452 1.055466 3.553889 242.8482 935,216
9 44.82853 1.00095 3.307438 249.2335 942,207

10 44.71996 1.327035 4.93091 209.0372 898,135
11 44.72309 2.339939 6.167452 129.6454 811,675
12 44.46905 2.999992 6.999936 84.47981 757,836
13 44.61393 1.494478 5.781409 187.9295 874,194
14 44.71191 2.405573 3.703941 158.9335 846,445
15 44.69724 2.773154 6.386208 103.6859 782,334
16 44.75528 1.711658 5.346553 178.142 865,311
17 44.70631 2.073342 4.74662 163.4733 849,753
18 44.56903 2.929922 6.876811 89.28089 764,388
19 44.58156 1.687903 5.727792 175.56 860,661
20 44.79108 2.53502 4.598853 140.309 825,753
21 44.66016 1.862043 4.280812 181.79 869,405
22 44.71035 1.11735 4.054677 233.3952 924,197

3.5. Contrast Test

After the optimization and in order to compare the performance of our new hammer,
a contrast test was conducted in this paper to compare the hammer with a cutting edge
length of 45 mm, a cutting edge thickness of 3 mm and a hammer thickness of 7 mm with
the traditional hammer. In the test, no-load operation was made on the mill at a rate of
2800 r/min through the frequency converter. After the stable operation of mill, Jun-Cao
stalks were fed continuously and uniformly, and a total of 30 kg of materials were fed
ground for 10 min. After the grinding in the mill, the crushed materials were weighted on
an electronic scale and the number displayed on the watt-hour meter was recorded. The
mill was separately installed with the new and traditional hammers in two tests. Other
parameters remain unaltered. In each test, a total of five experiments were conducted to
calculate the mean value. The experimental results are provided in Tables 8 and 9.

Table 8. Experimental result through the traditional rectangular hammer.

NO Operating Mass
(kg)

Power Consumption
(kW·h)

Output Per Kilowatt-Hour
(kg·(kW·h)−1)

1 19.94 1.1 18.13
2 17.11 0.9 19.01
3 18.67 1 18.67
4 18.72 1 18.72
5 19.29 1.1 17.54

Mean 18.78 1.02 18.41

In order to better evaluate the operation effects of the new and the traditional hammer
blades, the output per Kilowatt-hour was selected as the evaluation index to test the
working performance of the mill during the normal operation of the machine according to
the Chinese standard [27] with the calculation method provided as below:

G =
M
Q

(11)
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where G is the output per kilowatt-hour, kg/(kW·h); M is the operating mass in working
hours, kg; and Q is the power consumption in working hours, kW·h.

Table 9. Experimental result through our new hammer.

NO Operating Mass
(kg)

Power Consumption
(kW·h)

Output Per Kilowatt-Hour
(kg·(kW·h)−1)

1 21.41 1 21.41
2 22.91 1.1 20.83
3 18.50 0.9 20.56
4 21.71 1 21.71
5 18.01 0.9 20.01

Mean 20.49 0.98 20.90

Figure 12 shows the result of the contrast test. The five tests revealed that through the
traditional rectangular hammer mill, the mean operating mass was 18.78 kg in 10 min with a
standard deviation of 1.05, the average power consumption was 1.02 kW·h with a standard
deviation of 0.08 and the average output per kilowatt-hour was 18.41 kg/(kW·h) with a
standard deviation of 0.58. However, with our brand-new hammer, the mean operating
mass was 20.49 kg with a standard deviation of 2.14, the average power consumption was
0.98 kW·h with a standard deviation of 0.08 and the average output per kilowatt-hour was
20.90 kg/(kW·h) with a standard deviation of 0.68. The results show that compared with
the traditional hammer, the new hammer increases the power generation per kilowatt-hour
by 13.55% on average, the average operating capacity by 8.34% and the average power
consumption by 3.92%.
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4. Conclusions

A blade Jun-Cao grinding hammer was designed in this paper. By analyzing the
forces on the blade hammer during the operation and based on the contrast with the
traditional rectangular hammer, the parameters greatly affecting the operation results
were obtained. According to the characteristics of Jun-Cao, a discrete element model was
built for the discrete element simulation to study the changes in the motion of Jun-Cao
stalks. In the CCD test, the influence of cutting edge length, cutting edge thickness and
hammer thickness on grinding efficiency and operating power was studied. According
to the quadratic regression analysis and the response surface, the influence of the above
three factors on operating effect was summarized. Finally, a bench test was conducted
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to compare the traditional rectangular hammer with our blade hammer in terms of the
operation effect. The conclusions are as follows:

(1) During the stable operation of mill, the mill worked extremely efficiently in the first
0.1 s after the materials were fed into the mill, and numerous materials were ground in this
period. In the period of 0.1 s–0.6 s, it had a stable working efficiency and some materials
were crushed. After 0.6 s, the working efficiency became rather poor and basically all of the
materials that were fed in were ground.

(2) The cutting edge length, cutting edge thickness and blade thickness had a signifi-
cant influence on grinding efficiency and mean power. Cutting edge length was positively
related to the grinding efficiency, but the mean power would rise and then decline with the
increase in cutting edge length. However, cutting edge thickness was inversely proportional
to both the grinding effect and mean power, as was the hammer thickness.

(3) Aiming to increase the number of broken bonds and lower the mean power,
optimization was made based on the multiobjective genetic algorithm and the result showed
that totally 22 optimal solution sets could be obtained. For the purpose of improving
grinding efficiency, the blade hammer with a cutting edge length of 44.46 mm, a cutting
edge thickness of 2.99 mm and a hammer thickness of 6.99 mm was selected, which was
also rounded to be the one with a cutting edge length of 45 mm, a cutting edge thickness of
3 mm and a blade thickness of 7 mm for practical reference.

(4) Contrast test was made between the optimized hammer and the traditional rectan-
gular hammer. The traditional rectangular hammer mill had a mean operating mass of 18.78
kg, an average power consumption of 1.02 kW·h and an average output per kilowatt-hour
of 18.41 kg/(kW·h). Our brand-new hammer achieved a mean operating mass of 20.49
kg, an average power consumption of 0.98 kW·h and an average output per kilowatt-hour
of 20.90 kg/(kW·h). The results show that compared with the traditional hammer, the
new hammer increases the power generation per kilowatt-hour by 13.55% on average, the
average operating capacity by 8.34% and the average power consumption by 3.92%. This
means the new blade hammers are more efficient than traditional hammers.
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